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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to evaluate modeFRONTIER R©′s MOGAII and GENESIS R©′s BIGDOT perfor-
mances on the problem of optimizing a composite wing under two load cases, 3.0G up and 1.0G down cruise loads. The
minimization of the structural weight was the objective under the constraint of keeping the buckling load factor eigenvalue
higher than “1.00”. The convergence pattern and acchieved results were compared in order to evaluate the pros and cons
of each one. The vast sample space involved in this optimization that applies 144 variables at three levels each is a real
challenge. It is expected from the given solutions to provide not only light structures but feasible ones, with reasonable
stacking sequences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Composite materials and optimization

The use of composite materials as primary structures in the commercial aviation industry has been gradually in-
creasing over the last decade . This has culminated in programs such as the Airbus A350 or the Boeing 787, for which
composite materials will play a major role (Herencia et al., 2007). In general, composite materials present high specific
strength and stiffness ratios (Jones, 1999). Because of practical, yet often limiting, manufacturing considerations, lam-
inated fiber composite panels have been restricted to symmetric or midplane symmetric laminates with 0, 90, 45 or -45
deg ply angles (Herencia et al., 2007).

Composite materials are becoming the material of choice in structural applicatios today and for the future. Although
the high strength-to-weight properties of composite materials are attractive, their greatest advantage is to provide the
designer the ability to tailor directional strength and stiffnesses of a material to a given loading environment of the structure
(Jones, 1999).

The advantages of using composite materials are somewhat offset by the more complex structural analysis that is
required. Composites usually involves large, non-convex, iteger programming problems that are discrete in nature. Ge-
netic algorithms (GAs) are ideal optimization algorithms for these type of problems and are simple to implement when
compared to other optimization techniques (Soremekun, 1997). However, if the cost to analyze each structure is high
then a designer may be forced to use other optimization schemes rather than GAs (Soremekun, 1997), since its associated
computational cost is usually comparatively high (Herencia et al. (2007) and Haftka and Walsh (1992) and Castro (2009)
and Nagendra et al. (1996) and Schimit and Farshi (1973) and Soremekun (1997)). Castro (2009) has showed some strate-
gies and guidelines to reduce computational cost of a GA driven optimization. Is is expected from a laminate optimized
using a GA to reach lower structural weight for the same objective and constraint set than many other algorithms such as
simulated annealing or “SIMPLEX” gradient method (Castro, 2009).

Genetic algorithms (GAs) apply techniques for exploring a given sample space that allows the designer to take ad-
vantage of an unbalanced and an unsymmetric laminate for a given application. Commonly, composite design applies
symmetry and balance in order to simplify the analysis since unsymmetric and unbalanced composites show a stress-
strain behavior too difficult to predict (Jones (1999) and Tsai (2008)). All laminates used in this study are symmetric and
have balanced plies, i.e. each ply that is off-axis has a corresponding ply with the same angle with a negative signal, i.e.
a ply with -30◦ will have a corresponding +30◦, or a ply with -45◦ will have a corresponding with +45◦.
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Castro (2009) proposed a methodology for generating the laminates that uses a fixed stacking sequence and the input
variables are the number of plies for each orientation that is to be used in the laminate. Guimaraes et al. (2010) developed
a methodology in which a fixed template for a laminate is used. Into the fixed blanks the thickness of each ply and
the corresponding angle is inputted. The thickness may vary from a small value that represents a zero thickness to an
integer multiple of the thickness of a single ply, passing through discrete values. The angles vary accordingly to the list of
discrete angles to be used in the laminate. This way of optimization doesn′t restrict the stacking sequence, allowing the
optimization to reach better results. Also, the sample space using Guimaraes′ methodology is significantly smaller than
the sample space necessary for Castro′s methodology.

In the present study Guimaraes′ methodology was used to achieve the optimization of a composite wing applying
two comercial softwares that use different agorithms. First the modeFRONTIER R©′s MOGAII - Multi Objective Genetic
Algorithm (ESTECO, 2003). Second the GENESIS R©′s BIGDOT algorithm designed for very large scale optimization
problems. For discrete variable problems there is no grarantee of obtaining the true minimum (VRD, 2010).

The objective is to minimized the structural weight under the contraint of having the linear buckling load factor higuer
than “1.00”. These proved to work well on finding a best laminate for a given application (Guimaraes et al. (2010) and
Castro (2009)), especially in applications without concentrated loads where the fail index might also be necessary. In
the case of large panels using distributed loads the instability criteria is usually more critical than static stresses (Bruhn,
1965).

Although many algorithms have been compared to GAs (Castro, 2009), the BIGDOT performance has not been
compared. As GENESIS R© is vastly applied for structural optimization, it is important to know how well are its results
for discrete optimization, by comparying with already proved methods, such as GAs.

Genetic algorithms are less likely to be trapped in local optimum design areas (Soremekun, 1997). Both Goldberg
(1989) and Buckles and Petry (1992) have noted several distinct differences between GAs and classical optimization al-
gorithms. First, GAs work with objective functions, not relying only on derivative information that may lead to local
minimums when dealing with non-smooth functions (Soremekun, 1997). Second, GAs may work with groups of designs,
called populations, searching many areas of the sample space at once. For this reason GAs are implicitly parallel algo-
rithms. Finally, genetic algorithms rely on a set of probabilistic rules intead of deterministic ones. This randomness in the
search process guarantee its robustness (Soremekun, 1997).

1.2 Software modeFRONTIER R©

The modeFRONTIER R© has been designed and distributed by ESTECO. Is is mainly a mathematical software de-
signed for optimization. Into the optimization process it integrates any software that works in batch mode with an input
and an output file, like many solvers and most common engineering applications. This integration capability has put
modeFRONTIER R© in a large range of applications (ESTECO, 2003).

The algorithm selected for this study is the MOGAII - Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm II. The version II includes
directional cross-over. While the conventional cross over considers data from parents only, the directional cross-over also
takes into account data from grand-parents. In the directional cross over values for all variables to the new individuals
are calculated using conventional cross-over adding an increment that depends on the grandparents′ variables and fitness
functions. Equation (1) shows how a new variable X is calculated [modeFROTIER R© user manual].

X = Xi + S ∗ signal(Ai −Ai1) ∗ (Xi −Xi1) + T ∗ signal(Ai −Ai2) ∗ (Xi −Xi2) (1)

The “Xi” value is taken from the conventional cross over operation. This value comes from a parent identified by “i”.
Two grandparents have generated the parent “i”. These are called “i1” and “i2”. The terms multiplied by “S” and “T” are
the increments. “Ai”, “Ai1”, “Ai2” are the fitness functions. As it can be seen the increments assume a either positive or
negative value, depending on the fitness functions values. This allows the directional increments to drive the new values
for the variable “X” towards the maximization of the fitness function.

Despite directional cross over, all other operations are more similar to most commons genetic algorithms. Selection
keeps best individuals for next generations and mutation selects some individuals to randomly change it′s variables.
The number of individuals chosen for selection and mutation is determined by “Probability of Selection - Psel” and
“Probability of Mutation - Pmut”, respectively. If “Elitism” parameter is set as “Enabled” then the individuals chosen by
selection operation will be kept with the exactly values for all variables to the next generation. The “Psel” parameter must
ensure at least one individual lasting for the next generation, otherwise the good results finded along the optimization will
be predictably lost. To keep at least one best individual is enough but not advisable because any problem with the run of
this optimal individual may lead to the loss of a best result, that can be found again after many generations, increasing the
optimization cost (Castro, 2009).

The individuals chosen for mutation will have their “DNA” changed at a some level that is set by the “DNA string
mutation ratio - DNAsmr” parameter. An illustration of how does this string mutation occurs is showed in Fig. (1) taken
from Castro (2009).
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Figure 1. Mutation operation and how the DNA string mutation ratio affects new individuals.

It is important to keep in mind that the directional cross over and selection operations show more assured performance
while mutation usually takes longer turns to produce improvements towards the objective, since it involves random op-
erations. By reducing the string mutation ratio it is possible to control at some level the randomness of this process, as
showed in Fig. (1).

One may choose small values for this parameter in order to ensure faster convergence. The problem is that the
robustness of the method largely rely on the “DNAsmr” parameter, which guarantees the creation of new individuals in
different regions of the sample space, keeping a well likelihood for finding new optimum sets for the variables of the
individuals (Castro, 2009).

The importance of the “DNAsmr” parameter increases when a small population size is used. Small populations may
lead to efficent optimizations since fewer runs will be necessary before evoluting the population. The issue is that the
amount of available genetic code when using small populations is comparatively shrunken reducing the possibilities for
new crossed-over individuals. The usage of “DNAsmr” between 5% and 10% and a larger number of generations for
small populations guarantees good eficiency and robustness (ESTECO (2003) and Castro (2009)). It is better to use
smaller population sizes with more generations than setting larger populations and fewer generations (Castro, 2009). The
optimum value for the “Pmut” paramenter presumably increases when using smaller populations. Similarly to “Psel”
parameter, the “Pmut” must guarantee that at least one individual is chosen for mutation, e.g. using a population of 5
individuals need this parameter set to a minimum of 20%, a population of 10 will need this parameter set to a minimum
of 10% and so on (Castro, 2009).

1.3 Software GENESIS R©

Genesis is a complete commercial optimization software. It′s DOT and BIGDOT algorithms are the options to
perform a structural optimization.

In accordance with Vanderplaats Research & Development, Inc. DOT is a general-purpose gradient-based optimiza-
tion software library that can be used to solve a wide variety of optimization problems. Users have to link the DOT library
into their own program. DOT provides the optimization technology, while the rest of the program has to provide the
required function evaluations needed to perform the optimization. These function evaluations can be linear or nonlinear
functions of the design variables. They may be very simple analytical functions or may be highly complicated implicit
functions, for example a non-linear structural finite element simulation. Very little formal knowledge of optimization
techniques is needed to make efficient use of DOT. This algorithm can handle constrained, unconstrained, linear and non-
linear optimization problems and can automatically calculate finite difference gradients needed during the optimization.
DOT can also deal with user supplied gradients.

The BIGDOT is a gradient-based optimization library, similar to DOT. Users link the BIGDOT library with their pro-
gram to perform optimization. BIGDOT is intended to solve very large scale optimization problems and can handle linear,
non linear, constrained and unconstrained optimization problems. BIGDOT is capable of solving optimization problems
with hundreds of thousands of design variables and can handle problems with large numbers of active constraints, up to
the number of design variables. In addition discrete/integer and mixed variable problems can also be solved. For discrete
variable problems, there is no guarantee of obtaining the true minimum. The techniques in BIGDOT are intended to
efficiently obtain a near optimum discrete solution for large scale optimization problems.
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2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

2.1 The FEM model and optimization variables

The finite element model of the composite wing is showed in Fig. (3), originally used by Castro (2009). Two
load cases, 3.0G up and 1.0G down, were evaluated to perform a kind of simple but representative analysis. The load
application was done using “PLOAD4” that uniformly distributed the airplane total weight as applied pressure. The
airplane weight is 100000 lb, or 45360 kg. For each semi-wing the supported weight is approximately the half of the total
weight, i.e. 50000 lb or 22680 kg. For the 3.0G up load case the pressure was distributed in the wing lower skin, that
has a total wet area of 25.81 m2. In the 1.0G down load case the pressure was applied in the lower skin, with a total wet
area of 25.63 m2. Inertial loads were not applied to the wing and the fuel into the wing. These loads can significantly
influence the analysis, so they should be considered for a more detailed study where the design itself is the main focus. To
the comparative study presented herein the equivalent aerodynamic load using the maximum take-off weight as a basis is
adequate. The same loading method was used both in modeFROTIER R© and GENESIS R©.

The used input card for laminate composites is the “PCOMP”, showed in Tab. (1). The basic template of all cards
used in this study is showed in the Tab. (1). Each ply is defined with: material (MID), thickness (tXX) and angle (θXX).
The option “SOUT” is also necessary for each ply to inform the solver whether or not the stress output values will be
printed for the corresponding ply (MSC, 2008).

Table 1. Typical PCOMP card.

PCOMP PID Z0 NMS SB FT TREF GE LAM
MID1 t1 θ1 SOUT1 MID2 t2 θ2 SOUT2

MID3 t3 θ3 SOUT4 MID4 t4 θ4 SOUT4

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
MIDN−1 tN−1 θN−1 SOUTN−1 MIDN tN θN SOUTN

• PID: PCOMP propertie ID;

• Z0: Distance from the reference plane to the bottom surface. Default value used is “-0.5 times the laminate thick-
ness”;

• NSM: Non structural mass per area unit. Default value used is “0.1908”;

• SB: Bound shear allowable. Default value used is “1.31E+07”;

• FT: Failure theory applied in the analysis. Default theory used is “HILL”;

• TREF: Reference temperature. Default value used is “298.15”;

• GE: Damping coefficient. Default value used id “0.0”;

• LAM: Laminate options. Default option used is “SYM” to create a symmetric laminate;

• MID: Ply material ID. Default used is “1”;

• tXX: ply thickness;

• θXX: ply angle;

• SOUT: output option for plies. Default value used is “YES”.

To guarantee a symmetric laminate the option LAM = “SYM” is used. In this way all the defined plies are half of the
laminate. If an odd number of plies is desired for the full laminate, the center ply thickness should be half of the actual
thickness (MSC, 2008).

Not only symmetric but also balanced laminates were used. Guimaraes et al. (2010) applied a simple and useful
methodology to produce balanced laminates. This ensures reduction of laminate terms related to bending-twisting cou-
pling (Tsai (2008) and Jones (1999)), as showed in Fig. (2). The balancing was done by adding an opposite-angle ply for
each ply off-axis. In Tab. (2) the negative entries “-θXX” on the right are used as balancing plies. They have plies with
the same thickness and opposite angles when comparing with the plies on the left.

The frontal and rear spar, as well as the lower and upper skin have their laminates reinforced from the tip to the root,
to accomplish the load increase towards this same direction. In Fig. (3) the upper skin laminates are named. Note that
properties identification follows a pattern. In this pattern the laminate “206” is the reinforced “205”, that is the reinforce
“204” and so on, until the base laminate “200”. The base laminate is always closer to the wing tip.
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Figure 2. Taken from Jones (1999). Physical significance of stiffness terms in force and moments resultants.

In Fig. (3) it is also showed the maximum number of plies that the upper skin laminates may achieve. Despite
laminate “200” has only 14 thicknesses variables, these variables can assume values from “0*t” to “2 * t”, where “t” is
the nominal thickness of a single carbon tape ply. Each ply is mirrored twice in order to give a balanced and symmetric
laminate, as further explained below. Due to this when a laminate has 14 thicknesses variables, it may have “14 * 2 * 2 *
2” plies (“2*t”, 1 mirror due to balance, 1 mirror due to symmetry). Applying this same rule for the reinforcing laminates
“201”, “202”, “203”, “204”, “205”, “206”, for each thickness variable included, a maximum of 8 plies can be added. The
reinforcing laminates carries all plies informations from the later laminate, plus the additional plies corresponding to its
own “tXX” and “θXX” variables.

All thicknesses and angles are discrete variables. For a laminate built of a single material, the resulting thickness of
the laminate must be an integer multiple of the thickness of a single ply, called “t”. Despite all plies could be stacked in
any continuous angle when using automated processes such as automatic tape laying, the use of discrete values makes
the laminate easier to manufacture (Jones (1999), Herencia et al. (2007) and Tsai (2008)) and the sample space smaller
(Castro, 2009).

Table 2. PCOMP card configured to Guimaraes′ methodology.

PCOMP PID Z0 NMS SB FT TREF GE LAM
MID Vt1 θ1 SOUT MID Vt1 -θ1 SOUT
MID Vt2 θ2 SOUT MID Vt2 -θ2 SOUT
MID VtN θN SOUT MID VtN -θN SOUT

By varying the values of “tXX” the number of plies is indirectly chosen. As the plies on the right are mirrors of the
plies on the left and the laminate is mirrored as a whole by using the “SYM” option, an increase in the variable “tXX”
in one thickness results in the addition of 4 plies in the laminate, due to the two mirrors. This fact lets the optimization
process to a sensibility level of 4 plies, i.e. the optimization will add or remove plies in groups of four.

The corresponding angle “θXX” only assigns to these thickness variable an orientation. As all plies are mirrored
twice, any angle value can be assigned in order to keep a balanced and symmetric laminate.

These design variables take their values from lists with discrete values. For thickness the list is [0, t, 2*t]. For angle
the list is [0, 45, 90]. The mirroring operation automatically creates the opposite angles [-0, -45 and -90]. Note that only
for the +45 and -45 pair the mirroring causes some effect. The stacking sequence will be a consequence of the optimal
choice of thickness and angles, since the thicknesses can be eliminated assuming the zero (approximately) value.

Two steps were followed in the implementation of the proposed strategy. First, an initial analysis shall be done in order
to generate a laminate that holds the applied loads and accomplish the applied contraints. Now, with a correct “PCOMP”
template it is possible to create a compatible number blanks to be filled with all thicknesses and angles variables. This
initial process avoids unnecessary design variables, lowering the computational cost of the optimization.

The second step is the correct association of thicknesses and angles fields to the respective thickness and angle design
variables, as showed in Tab. (2).

After the optimization is finished the obtained laminate has many dummy layers, i.e. layers with thicknesses close to
zero. Table (3) shows this situation. The removal of these layers is part of the optimization process and doesn’t change
the analysis results since their very small thicknesses don′t influnce significantly the results. The existance of these plies
in the final results simply means that they aren’t necessary.
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Figure 3. FEM model used in the optimizations.

Table 3. Removal of dummy plies with thicknesses near zero.

PCOMP PID Z0 NMS SB FT TREF GE LAM
MID 1.8000-4 0. SOUT MID 1.8000-4 -0. SOUT
MID 3.6000-4 45. SOUT MID 3.6000-4 -45. SOUT
MID 1.8000-4 90. SOUT MID 1.8000-4 -90. SOUT
MID 1.8000-8 90. SOUT MID 1.8000-8 -90. SOUT
MID 1.8000-8 45. SOUT MID 1.8000-8 -45. SOUT
MID 3.6000-4 0. SOUT MID 3.6000-4 -0. SOUT
MID 3.6000-4 0. SOUT MID 3.6000-4 -0. SOUT
MID 3.6000-8 45. SOUT MID 3.6000-8 -45. SOUT

2.2 The sample space

The total number of variables involved in this study is showed in Tab. (4). The columns show the total number of
thicknesses and angles variables, that are essentially the same when using Guimaraes′ methodology (Guimaraes et al.,
2010). There are 72 thickneeses variables plus 72 angles variables.

The number of possible configurations for the laminates is the size of thickness list (“t_base”, that is in this case 3
since the thickness may assume 0 or 1*t or 2*t) multiplied by the size of angle list (“θ_base”, that is 3 in this case since the
angle may be 0 or 45 or 90) powered by the number of pairs of thickness and angle added by a group. Equation (2) shows
this calculation. In Eq. (2) “n = 72”, since it refer to the number of thicknesses variables or angles variables. The sample
space calculated for this study is (3*3)72 = 5.1*1068 possible laminates combinations. Such sample space is impossible
to be completely tested in order to find the best result. It is really challenging for optimization algorithms dealing with
such a vast space.

SE = (t_base)nthickness*(θ_base)nangle = (t_base*θ_base)n (2)

It is important to emphasize that the laminates “200”, “300”, “400” and “500” works as base laminates for the others.
The number of plies added to these base laminates is given in Tab. (4). For example, laminate “301” is “300” plus
additional plies, “302” is “301” plus additional plies and so on. For each propertie idendification (PID) the number of
extra plies in the reinforcing laminate is showed. Please reffer to Fig. (3) to see how the laminates are reinforced from the
tip to the root, and note the propertie identification pattern that was addopted.

2.3 MOGAII configuration

The Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm, MOGAII, was configured with the parameters shown in Tab. (5). “Random
Seed” when specified guarantees for the optimization the same random pattern, i.e. even the random events of the opti-
mization such as: the choice of indivuduals for cross-over, mutation and selection, DNA string mutation and any other;
may be reproduced if the user wants to restart an optimization, obtaining then the same results. “Concurrent Runs” allows
the user to perform parallel processing if more than 1 core processor is available. In the case of this study a server was
used allowing 7 simultaneous individuals being processed in each turn. In this way the evaluation of a population with
size of 20 took 3 turns of the processor. The initial population was generated randomly. Despite it isn’t the best approach
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Table 4. Optimization sample space.

for increasing optimization efficiency (Castro, 2009), the aim is to compare MOGAII performance in the worst case, i.e.
having no idea of the initial laminate, to prove its worthiness not only for optimizing but also for designing and sizing a
laminate. The best efficiency is acchieved by including in the initial population some promising designs , avoiding the
initial search in the sample space taken in first generations (Castro, 2009). The problem of inserting known promising
designs is the bias included in the optimization search. This could reduce the robustness of the method considerably if the
genetic algorithm parameters aren’t set correctly (Castro, 2009).

Table 5. Parameters used in the MOGAII optimization.

Number of Initial Individuals 20 Number of Generations 737
Probability of Directional Cross-Over 0.8 Probability of Conventional Cross-Over 0.0
Probability of Selection 0.1 Elitism Enabled
Probability of Mutation 0.1 DNA String Mutation Ratio 0.1
Random Seed 1 Concurrent Runs 7

3. RESULTS

3.1 modeFRONTIER R© Results

The weight evolution is showed in Fig. (4 - a). The covergence pattern of this optimization is showed in Fig. (4 - b).
The optimization goes fast until approximately 100 generations. This is 14% of the total of 737 generations. In this first
stage the convergece has achieved 90%. This can be seen in figures “a” and “b”. Beyond this level of convergence further
decrease in the structural weight only comes after spending many generations with unchanged minimum weight. This fact
revels which operation acts more in each stage of the optimization. From the pattern showed in Fig. (4 - b) cross-over and
selection operators drove the optimization until a level of approximately 90% of the convergence. It can be suggested that
mutation operator acted as the main process for further reduction of structural weight. As this operator randomly changes
the variables of some individuals around the values coming from the parents, finding a better result for next generations
usually takes longer time when comparing to cross-over and selection.

As can be seen in Fig. (4 - a) the heavier laminate of the first generation that was found randomly has a total structural
weight of 1,083.93 kg and a buckling load factor of 5.227. The final best result is 462.16 kg and has a buckling load factor
of 1.037. This means a weight reduction of 57.36% and 3.7% of margin of safety left.

3.2 GENESIS R© Results

The finite element optimization analysis peformed in GENESIS R© achieved a soft convergence after 50 design cycles,
as showed in Fig. (5). It is showed for each design cycle the values for the objective function and constraint violation.
The mass evolution during the optimization doesn’t follow a smooth pattern, not even continuous, as shown in Fig. (5). It
happens due to the nature of this optimization, which deals with discrete thicknesses and angles, those seeming not to be
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Figure 4. MOGAII optimization results.

weathered by BIGDOT algorithm. The results showed almost 30% of mass reduction by the optimization process.

Figure 5. GENESIS results

3.3 Comparison of results

MOGAII do not need an initial design while BIGDOT needs a starting laminate in order to perform the optimization
process. In the case of applying Guimaraes′ methodology (Guimaraes et al., 2010) an initial laminate is already necessary
to generate good templates for the laminate entries (“PCOMP” in the case of using NASTRAN or GENESIS′ solver),
avoiding unnecessary variables.

Both algorithms showed a good weight reduction along the optimization, but MOGAII acchieved a more significant
percentual reduction. MOGAII heavier desing of first generation weighed 1,083.93 kg and the final best design 462.16 kg
57.36%. The initial laminate given to BIGTOD′s optimization weighed 854,64 kg and the final best design 633.48 Kg.
The margin of safety left by MOGAII is 3.7% while BIGDOT left 9.8%.

The resulting laminates for both methods are shown in Tab. (6). In a real manufacture a laminate usually has no
more than 4 consecutie plies of the same orientation. This practice avoids delamination by increasing transversal bonding
among the plies. MOGAII results show a higuer variety of angles and a higher shuffling among the four orientations used
in the design. On the other hand the BIGDOT′s results have lower variety of angles, and consequently a lower shuffling.
The results generated by BIGDOT′ would need the addition of some plies in different angles. Results from MOGAII
seem more readly feasible in the case of a real manufacture.
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Table 6. Stacking Sequence Results

Laminate modeFRONTIER Results GENESIS Results
200 [(452/−452)2/902/(451/−451)2/902/451/−451/904]s [9020]s
201 [(452/−452)2/902/(451/−451)2/902/451/−451/904]s [9024]s
202 [(452/−452)2/902/(451/−451)2/902/451/−451/904]s [9024]s
203 [(452/−452)2/902/(451/−451)2/902/451/−451/904]s [9024]s
204 [(452/−452)2/902/(451/−451)2/902/451/−451/904]s [9024]s
205 [(452/−452)2/902/(451/−451)2/902/451/−451/904]s [9024]s
206 [(452/−452)2/902/(451/−451)2/902/451/−451/904]s [9024]s
300 [451/−451/02/902/451/−451]s [456/04/−456/04]s
301 [451/−451/02/902/451/−451]s [456/04/−456/04]s
302 [451/−451/02/902/451/−451]s [456/04/−456/04]s
303 [451/−451/02/902/451/−451]s [456/04/−456/04]s
304 [451/−451/02/902/451/−451]s [456/04/−456/04]s
305 [451/−451/02/902/451/−451]s [456/04/−456/04]s
306 [451/−451/02/902/451/−451]s [456/04/−456/04]s
400 [02/902/452/−452/02/451/−451]s [020]s
401 [02/902/452/−452/02/451/−451]s [024]s
402 [02/902/452/−452/02/451/−451]s [024]s
403 [02/902/452/−452/02/451/−451]s [024]s
404 [02/902/452/−452/02/451/−451]s [024]s
405 [02/902/452/−452/02/451/−451]s [024]s
406 [02/902/452/−452/02/451/−451/02]s [024]s
500 [452/−452/08]s [020]s
501 [452/−452/08]s [020]s
502 [452/−452/08]s [020]s
503 [452/−452/08]s [020]s
504 [452/−452/08]s [020]s
505 [452/−452/08]s [020]s
506 [452/−452/08]s [020]s

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER COMMENTS

A method to optimize the stacking sequence and the number of layers for unstiffened anisotropic laminated fiber
composite plates was applied in two comercial softwares: modeFRONTIER R© and GENESIS R©.

Results from MOGAII seems more reliable and applicable than those of BIGDOT.
The computational cost of BIGDOT is considerable lower then MOGAII′s.
The convergence pattern of MOGAII is smooth and clear while BIGDOT ended the optimization lacking convergence.
A good result can be obtained by MOGAII after the first stage of optimization, lowering the computational cost con-

siderably without too much loss. In this study at 14% of the optimization the MOGAII achieved 90% of the convergence,
taking most of its turns for smaller gains.

One way to improve the whole optimization is to use each thickness varying only from 0 to 1*t instead of the adopted
variation among 0 or 1*t or 2*t. Let′s name the former case as case B and the last as case A, that was used in the present
study. In case B the number of variables (called “n”) increase since the representation of a given laminate, e.g. with 40
plies will need double the amount of variables. The base values for thickness and angle (called “t_base” and “θ_base”)
will decrease, being in case B equivalent of 2/3 of case A. The relations presented in Eq. 3 to Eq. 5 demonstrate how does
the new sample space is a function of the current used in this study. Applying Eq. 5 the new sample space, i.e. case B,
equals (4/9)2∗72(5.1*1068)2 = 5.0*1086, that is considerably higher. It would probably let to a better laminate, but would
surely increase the computational cost of the optimization.

SEA = (t_baseA*θ_baseA)n (3)

t_baseB = 2
3*t_baseA and θ_baseB = 2

3*θ_baseA (4)

SEB = (t_baseB*θ_baseB)2n = ( 23*t_baseA* 2
3*θ_baseA)2n = ( 49 )2n*(SEA)2 (5)
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